Influence of atenolol on the kinetics of RT interval rate adaptation in conscious dogs.
The objective was to test an effect of atenolol independent of heart rate on electrocardiographic RT rate adaptation by investigating RT adaptation during spontaneous rate and after an abrupt change of atrial rate (study of RT delay). Digital electrocardiograms were recorded from eight conscious dogs. Analysis of RT interval (measured from QRS apex to end of T) was performed on a beat-to-beat basis. The protocol was repeated in the control state and after atenolol administration (2 mg/kg). Regarding spontaneous heart rate, an increased or decreased RR duration did not modify the beat-to-beat relative adaptation of RT to a change of RR (2.15 +/- 1% during control). Atenolol increased mean RR (p < 0.001) and decreased relative adaptation of RT (0.22 +/- 0.18%, p < 0.001). The inverse correlation between mean RR and the relative RT adaptation (r = -0.76, p < 0.05) disappeared after atenolol administration. Regarding RT delay, complete adaptation of RT required 3 min; 48 +/- 16% of this adaptation was observed after the first beat and 60 +/- 11% was observed after the 20th. Atenolol attenuated this adaptation during the first six beats following the abrupt cycle length change (p < 0.05). We concluded that the attenuation of RT rate adaptation after atenolol is related to heart rate modulation and to the time delay in RT rate adaptation.